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Professional Computer Cleaning Service
We help business to improve health and wellbeing at their workplaces nationwide.

Issues
Bacteria, allergens, germs, and other microbes are
the common inhabitants of a regular office
environment. Employees, customers, and visitors
can easily spread diseases by simply touching the
surface of the germs infected computer equipment,
keyboard, or telephone set.

Challenges
The traditional office cleaning companies are
either unaware or untrained & unequipped to
clean the office computers with modern-day
hygiene compliance standards.

Solutions
At Computer Cleaning, we understand the office's
modern-day hygiene requirements. We adhere to
computer manufacturers standard and guidelines
for cleaning procedures. We use the industry
approved cleaning products and apply green
cleaning solutions where possible. We have stateof-the-art cleaning equipment and suitable
products. Our cleaners are insured, well trained,
and background security checked.

Our Promise
•
•

•

•

We do what we say we will
do.
At Computer Cleaning, we
believe in the strategic
relationship with the
business.
Whether you require oneoff cleaning or regular
cleaning we will give
attention to the details and
provide you with great
customer service.
Because of competitive
prices and great customer
experience, a large number
of our customers are either
returning or referral
customers.
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Our Specialist Services
Computer Surface Cleaning

Computer surface cleaning refers to the removal of dirt, dust, breadcrumbs and other
debris from the surface of computer equipment. By surface cleaning, colours become
more vibrant and previously unseen aspects of the computer equipment become more
visible. Anti-static cleaning brushes, microfiber towels, dust sucking machines, computer
wipes, and compressed air are used to accomplish these tasks. In computer sanitisation,
over 99.99% of specific bacteria is killed using antibacterial solutions.

Keyboard Cleaning

Dirt, dust, breadcrumbs and other debris are gently loosened and removed from the
keyboard. Special anti-static cleaning brushes designed for electronic equipment cleaning
are run through between the keys of the keyboard. Compressed air can and air dusters are
used to remove bits and pieces stuck between the keys. Special anti-static dust sucking
pumps and keyboard vacuum cleaners are used to extract dust from the keyboard. Finally,
keyboards are polished with antibacterial solutions to protect against bacteria and germs.

Laptop Cleaning

Compress air spray is used to loosen the gunk that is stuck between the keys of the laptop.
The laptop vents are also cleaned the similar way to allow fresh cool air to the circuit board
of the laptop to avoid overheating. Special anti-static dust sucking pumps are used to extract
dust from the laptop. The laptop display screen is cleaned with the industry recommended
screen cleaning wipes and cleaning solutions. Once thoroughly cleaned, the antibacterial
solution is applied to provide protection against bacteria and germs.

Monitor Screen Cleaning

Monitor screens are cleaned using high-quality anti-static cleaning solutions and micro-fibre
cloth. Dirt and dust are first wiped from the screen, and then the computer screen cleaning
solution is applied to remove grease and smudges leaving the screen residue free.
Fingerprints marks and other oily scratches are removed. The monitor screen holding frame,
stand, and air vents at the back of the monitor equipment are thoroughly cleaned. We clean
all kind of monitor screens including LCD, LED, VDU, or flat-panel display screens.

Deep Cleaning Cleaning

Computer deep cleaning is an exceptionally intense cleaning process. In this process dirt,
dust, breadcrumbs and other debris cleaned from the computer throughout. In deep
cleaning attention to details is essential because the primary focus is on the removal of dust
and debris stuck inside the computer vents and other internal parts. This is a more labour
intensive cleaning process and requires special knowledge and cleaning tools. In the inside
out cleaning dust is removed from a computer using a dust extraction machine. The air
extraction pump sucks out the dust build-up inside the computer. A compressed air can in
conjunction with a special vacuum cleaner is used to give a computer a perfect clean.

Office Telephone Cleaning

Computer and telephone cleaning service is the most frequently requested service that we
receive from our clients on regular basis. Like other computer related cleaning services office
telephones are given the same cleaning attention. The telephone hand receiver, handset,
and dialling pads are thoroughly cleaned. Dust and other oily residue are removed from the
phone display screen. The buttons and keys on the dialling pad of the telephone set are deep
cleaned and finally, the surface is polished with the antibacterial solution.
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